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Hanging Around the Home
Jennifer Polanz
Containers—whether they’re made of plastic, terracotta or glazed pottery—have become a staple in indoor and
outdoor home décor. Just take a look at any home interior design in magazines, blogs and on television, and you’ll
find plants in some kind of container, and more often than not, they’ll be hanging from the ceiling, mounted to the
walls or suspended in some other way. When it comes to outdoors, the options expand even more with railmounted planters for decks and designs for mounting on outer walls and fences. Here are just some of the new
introductions in this category.
Big Grass Living
The Terra Fina collection from Big Grass Living ticks all the trending boxes of smaller, hangable and tabletop handcrafted terra cotta for succulents, orchids and other small tropicals. The line has five new style additions, including
Crescent, the moon-shaped hanging planter pictured.
“Customer demand for our Terra Fina planters has never been greater,” says John Hanesworth, co-founder and coowner of Big Grass Living. “Our experience tells us that as more people adopt planting as a hobby, the planter is not
an afterthought, its style and quality has become as important as the plant itself.”
Ceramo Company
These are two hanging pot options in the 2021 lineup for Ceramo Company:
• The new Hanging Bucket Pot, which is packed as a three-piece set with 10-in., 8.5-in. and 6.5-in. diameters. This
shape is deeper than typical for a hanging pot, which allows for it to be used with a wider range of plants, especially
deeper-rooted flowers. These pots have a drainage hole and they’re shipped with a removable rubber plug.
• The hanging bowl is offered as a 12-in. diameter planter in eight bright colors, including the Tomato Red and Lake
Blue shown in the photo. These pots ship with durable, powder-coated hooks and chains, and are sturdy enough for
three-season outdoor use in all climates. They also include a plug for the drainage hole.
Visit www.ceramousa.com to see the full 2021 catalog.
Devron Sales Ltd.
Customers looking for a way to use plants as a design function on their walls have a new option with the Live
PictureGo system from Devron Sales. The system uses plant cassettes that are easily exchanged, allowing the
user to switch out plants based on the time of year if they wish. It can be used indoors and outdoors, and has a builtin water reservoir and a way to remind users to replenish the water when it goes dry. It’s available in white, red,

charcoal and black. Visit suiteplants.com/products/livepicturego for more.
The HC Companies
The 12-in. Eclipse Hanging Basket from The HC Companies is available in both a traditional round and
contemporary square design (both are shown in the photo) in a trio of neutral colors. It’s durable and lightweight, and
features a removable attached saucer, making it ideal for indoor or outdoor spaces. It matches perfectly nicely with
the rest of the Eclipse line of planters and window boxes. Visit hc-companies.com and click on “Consumer” for
more retail container introductions, including railing planters and deck boxes.
LiveTrends
The Poirot is a new hanging basket from LiveTrends made of soft finish, lightweight ceramic strung with leather and
suede. The Poirot comes in three colors that contrast against vibrant foliage. This item is part of the Traveler
Collection in LiveTrends’ Fall 2021 Catalog. The Traveler Collection is inspired by 18th and 19th century literature
and travel, and has six diverse items named for famed women writers and their characters. Find more from
LiveTrends via its 2021 catalog at www.livetrends.co/fall-2021.

